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A previous JAMA Guide to Statistics and Methods article1 briefly re-
viewed nonparametric statistics. Such statistical approaches repre-
sent the data using ranks of values rather than the observed val-
ues. This provides valid tests of significance, regardless of the
underlying distributions of the values and without the need to posit
parametric assumptions—thus the term “nonparametric statistics.”
In the May 26, 2020, issue of JAMA, Baxter and colleagues from the
N-TA3CT Research Group2 used a nonparametric analysis known as
the worst-rank score method in a manner that also captured infor-
mation from missing data that could result from worsening of the
patient's condition.

Use of the Method
Why Is the Worst-Rank Score Method Used?
Virtually all studies experience some missing data.3 Missing data are
considered missing completely at random (MCAR) when the miss-
ing data are the result of random processes by which some values
are observed and others are missing. If the missing data are indeed
MCAR (an untestable hypothesis), then an analysis of the observed
data using virtually any statistical method will provide an unbiased
test. Such missing data are called noninformative because it is as-
sumed that the missing data are the result of a random process, and
a missing datum conveys no information about what the missing
value might be.

However, it is possible that missing data are informatively
missing, in which case the missing data result from other outcomes
that reflect a change in the patient’s status, either improvement or
deterioration. For example, in a study of congestive heart failure,
missing data resulting from the death of a patient due to worsening
heart failure would indicate that this patient had a worse outcome
than any patient who survived. In such settings Wittes et al4 had sug-
gested that a rank analysis could readily capture this information by
assigning the worst ranks to study participants who died. Lachin5

then described the statistical properties of a worst-rank analysis and
showed that a rank test using worst ranks provided an unbiased sta-
tistical test of the difference between groups.

Informatively missing data were an anticipated feature of the
N-TA3CT study2 that was conducted to compare the effect of
doxycycline vs placebo on aneurysm growth among patients with
small infrarenal abdominal aortic aneurysms.2 The primary out-
come was the maximum transverse diameter (MTD) of the aneu-
rysm relative to the initial baseline value after 2 years of treat-
ment. However, it was possible that some patients might die or
experience rupture of the aneurysm and would require endovas-
cular repair. For such patients the MTD measurement at 2 years
would be missing and would be informative about the status of
these patients relative to those who completed the study and had
2-year MTD measurement data available. Thus, the statistical
analysis plan for the study prespecified that these informatively

missing patients would be included in the primary efficacy analy-
sis using worst ranks. This JAMA Guide to Statistics and Methods
describes the nonparametric worst-rank analysis.

Description of Worst-Rank Score Analysis
In the previous JAMA Guide to Statistics and Methods article,1 a
simple rank test was described for 2 groups, one with 4 observa-
tions and the other with 5, in which the 9 original values were re-
placed by their ranks (1 to 9). However, now suppose this study ac-
tually started with 12 patients, 6 in each group, in which 2 patients
in group A died and 1 in group B died. In a worst-rank analysis, if all
that was known is that these 3 patients died, then these 3 deaths
would be assigned the average worst rank of 11 (the mean of 10, 11,
and 12), as shown in the Table.

However, if other information would allow the 3 deaths to be
ranked by a measure of severity, then the analysis could also be con-
ducted using exact worst ranks. For example, the deaths might be
ordered by their survival time, longer being better, so that the first
death (in study time since randomization) would receive the rank
of 12; the second, 11; and the third, 10.

Missing data also may occur from nonfatal deterioration of
the patient’s condition. In such a case the exact worst ranks can
be assigned based on mechanisms of informative missing other
than mortality. For example, the DREAM study6 assessed the
effect of blockade of the renin-angiotensin system using ramipril
vs placebo for the prevention of diabetes in patients with cardio-
vascular disease or hypertension. A key outcome was the 2-hour
poststimulus glucose level in an oral glucose tolerance test. How-
ever, the test was not conducted after a study participant devel-
oped diabetes, so that the 2-hour glucose levels were informa-
tively missing for such individuals. Thus, study participants who
had developed diabetes were assigned exact worst ranks based
on the days from randomization to the diagnosis of diabetes. The
analysis was then conducted using the Wilcoxon nonparametric
rank test.

How Was the Worst-Rank Score Analysis Used?
The above methods were used in the N-TA3CT study analysis. The
authors used a rank transformation analysis of covariance in which
the rank scores for the 2-year MTD values were compared be-
tween groups when also adjusting for the rank score of the base-
line MTD and sex.1 The analysis also used worst ranks for patients

Table. Ranks With Tied Worst Ranks

Group Patient MTD rank score
A 8 7 4 6 11 11

B 2 3 9 1 5 11

Abbreviation: MTD, maximum transverse diameter.
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who died or who underwent surgical repair. From the CONSORT dia-
gram, 225 patients had an observed measurable MTD at 2 years. An
additional 22 who underwent surgical repair were assigned worse
ranks of 226 to 247, based on the time to repair (226 the shortest,
247 the longest), and the 7 who died were assigned ranks of 248 to
255, based on the time to death.

There were no differences between groups in the distribution of
the measurable normal MTD scores at 2 years and no appreciable dif-
ferences in the incidence of repair (9 vs 13) or death (4 vs 3).

Limitations of the Worst-Rank Score Analysis
One drawback to rank-based methods, and to a worst-rank score
analysis, is that the analysis does not provide an estimate of a para-
metric “effect size” that is a function of an estimate of the differ-
ence in the distribution parameters between the 2 groups, such as
a mean difference with 95% confidence limits. However, when using
a Wilcoxon test, the Mann-Whitney formulation provides an esti-
mate of a useful parameter-free or distribution-free quantity that de-
scribes the difference between groups. This analysis is based on an
estimate of the probability that a random study participant from
group A will have a higher value than a random study participant from
group B, designated as P(A>B). This probability estimate is based on
the sum of the ranks in group A and thus is equivalent to the Wil-

coxon rank sum test. If there are no tied ranks, the expected prob-
ability is P(A>B) = ½. However, to allow for ties, the Mann-Whitney
Difference is computed as P(A>B) – P(B>A), where P(B>A) is the re-
verse probability (random B greater than a random A).1 Under the
null hypothesis of no difference in the distributions between groups,
the Mann-Whitney difference is zero and the Mann-Whitney test
equals the Wilcoxon test.

How Should Worst-Rank Score Analysis Be Interpreted?
A rank analysis of measurements under the MCAR assumption
provides a robust and powerful test of a difference between
groups in the population distributions, regardless of the shape of
the distribution within each group. An analysis with worst ranks
for the patients who have informatively missing data then tests
whether there is a difference between groups in the distribution
of either the measured values, or the distribution of the times at
which informative events occur that result in missing data for the
measured primary outcome, or both. Lachin and others5,7-9 have
shown that the worst-rank analysis has good power to detect
group differences in situations in which the ranks of the observed
values differ between groups or the worst ranks differ in the same
direction, and neither of the two show a difference in the oppo-
site direction.
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